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Abstract
Expert judgements often involve a coupling of different
discourses,  in  the  sense  that  conclusions  from  one
discourse are transferred to  another.  Results  from one
scientific  field  are  brought  together  with  results  from
other scientific fields, and are applied to yet another field,

namely that of a practical problem at hand.
As far as significant uncertainties are involved (as is almost always the case in
practical problem solving), the validation within these different discourses may be
very different. Sciences differ in the way claims are validated. Even much more
significant differences are involved in the transfer to practical problem solving,
since  accepting  or  rejecting  assumptions  depends  upon the  consequences  of
whether these assumptions will later turn out to obtain or not.
I  propose to explain some very common patterns of  incomplete or  fallacious
reasoning in expert advice, patterns that involve implicit shifts of the burden of
proof, as failures to notice these differences in validation context. Furthermore, I
suggest that by taking into account the possible consequences of making a certain
assumption  (and  also  the  evaluation  of  those  consequences)  the  quality  of
discussions involving expert advice can be considerably improved.

1. What is so special about expert advice?
Expert  advice  plays  a  prominent  role  in  contemporary  (western)  societies.
Consultation of experts has become custom for almost any significant decision
beyond the personal sphere (and even in the personal sphere a host of counselors
is  ready  to  offer  its  services).  It  has  been known for  a  long  time that  this
dependency raises a  number of  questions (Benveniste,1972;  Fischer,1990).  Is
expert advice always directed at the common good? Have experts not become an
elite that has taken over much of the effective decision making power from those
who should legitimately make the decisions? Has the involvement of experts not
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resulted in a bias towards technocracy and reductionism? Has it not reinforced
forms of bureaucracy?
From the point of view of argumentation studies, involvement of expert advice
also  introduces  specific  problems.  A  non-expert  appealing  to  expert  opinion
cannot  take full  responsibility  for  its  adequacy.  The non-expert  is  principally
incapable to check every link in the expert’s reasoning chain. This “black box”
aspect implies a quality control problem: on what grounds can the non-expert
assume that the expert’s opinion can be trusted? As far as the matter is beyond
the arguer’s cognitive competence, the non-expert arguer has to resort to some
kind of source credibility argument. And this directly leads back to the general
questions concerning expert advice mentioned before.
These  questions  concerning  the  reliability  of  expert  advice  have  become
increasingly pressing since it became clear that the quality of expert advice is not
only threatened by simple inaccuracy on behalf of the expert, but also by the
structures of power and influence in which the advisory process is embedded.
Scandals of biased, partisan or even outright corrupted expertise seem to become
more and more prominent (Rampton,Stauber,2001).

Whereas the intricate implications that the inherent asymmetry between expert
and non-expert has for argumentation appealing to expert opinion have been
extensively dealt with by Walton (1997), in this paper my primary focus will be on
a  different  aspect  (that  will  turn  out  to  be  strongly  related  to  the  issue  of
asymmetry and quality  control),  namely the fact  that  scientific  expert  advice
usually involves the coupling of different discourses. In the first place, practical
problems for which expert advice is sought often involve the domains of various
forms of expertise. In drawing conclusions for actual problems, results from these
different fields of expertise will have to be combined. Second, applying scientific
results to a practical situation means that results from the discourse of one or
more scientific fields have to be transferred to a different context, namely that of
the  practical  problem at  hand.  As  we  will  later  analyse  in  more  detail,  the
validation criteria in these different domains will  in general  not coincide (cf.
Birrer,2000).  This  means  that  translation  steps  are  necessary.  Unfortunately,
differences in validation context are often overlooked. They tend to slip unnoticed
through the loopholes of intransparency due to the asymmetry between expert
and non-expert; and they are further reinforced by the persistent preference of
many  scientists  for  universalism and  by  their  fear  of  relativism.  One  of  my
objectives in this article is  to demonstrate that it  is  possible to give up this



simplistic form of universalism without falling into the trap of extreme relativism.
I also intend to show how these differences in validation context in principle could
be accounted for, and how this account provides a systematic way to examine
these differences  in  order  to  improve the quality  of  argumentation involving
expert opinion. At the same time, quality control and quality improvement  of
argumentation cannot be enforced by fixed formal rules only; it needs some open
ended feedback loops of non-formalized human judgement as checks and balances
as well. The latter could be an interesting breeding ground for sociological inputs
in argumentation studies.

My main example in this paper is drawn from the use of mathematical models, as
a more or less paradigmatic case of modern scientific expertise. Models represent
an abstraction from reality or experience to some kind of formal structure, a
device that makes it possible to draw some new (yet unobserved) conclusions
about that reality or experience. It is this use of abstraction that presents the
crucial  argumentative  step.  In  the  following,  I  will  be  talking  mainly  about
empirical science using mathematical models; many of my conclusions, however,
hold for any case of formal conceptualisation, mathematical or otherwise.

2. Validation under uncertainty and the coupling of discourses
Though science has answered quite a number of questions in a more or less
definitive way, we are still facing many practical questions that science cannot
tell us the answer for with a considerable degree of certainty. These are of course
precisely  the  ones  that  are  most  debated,  and  therefor  most  relevant  to
argumentation studies. In most policy areas, like environmental issues such as
greenhouse gasses,  or social  policy,  issues tend to revolve around cause and
effect relations that cannot be predicted with high confidence (and that often
even cannot be established post hoc).
Fundamental uncertainty (i.e., uncertainty that is not due to a phenomenon with a
known  probability  distribution)  is  in  itself  by  no  means  an  uncommon
phenomenon in  science.  As long as  a  certain question is  not  yet  definitively
resolved,  various  hypotheses  and  explanations  usually  circulate,  and  only
continued research will  possibly  one day provide us with a final  answer.  An
individual  researcher is  free to  favour one particular  explanation (in  fact,  in
designing  experiments one has to focus one’s effort, usually on the hypothesis
one thinks most likely to be true). And though the stakes in making the right
guess may be enough to arouse some passion,  they are limited to intangible



awards such as honour and prestige; no lives are in danger, nobody will  get
physically hurt. In real life decision making, this is all very different. Issues of
health policy or environment may indeed affect the lives of many people in a
radical way. The costs and rewards are not, as in science, simply institutionally
defined, they are coming to us from the real world. They may also be not matter
of individual choice; some decisions have to be made collectively, and therefore
the  consequences  of  that  decision  have  to  be  somehow  acceptable  to  the
collective. In real world problems, whether we want to act upon an uncertain
assumption or not is very much dependent upon the consequences that it would
have when that assumption later turns out to fail, as well as the consequences
when it turns out to hold. When the consequences of failure would be very bad,
we will be less inclined to accept that assumption as valid; we may not even be
prepared to accept the slightest chance of failure, even if there are considerable
benefits in case it holds. On the other hand, when the consequences of failure are
insignificant, the benefits when the assumption holds might lead us to accept that
assumption.
The main thesis that I want to propose in this paper is that the acceptability of
judgements under uncertainty is much dependent upon the consequences that
can be expected when such judgements later turn out to be right or wrong, and
upon the normative evaluation of those consequences. This dependence of ‘truth’
under  uncertainty  upon  consequences  runs  against  the  intuition  of  most
scientists.  They  tend  to  believe  in  universality:  a  statement  is  true  or  not,
irrespective of the consequences. There is nothing wrong with this point of view
as long as no uncertainty  is  involved;  but  when significant  uncertainties  are
involved,  and the consequences of  a  failing hypothesis  are considerable,  this
perspective  becomes  entirely  inadequate.  Nevertheless,  this  dependency  on
consequences is often completely ignored. Assumptions that are acceptable in one
discourse are thoughtlessly transferred to another discourse without a proper re-
validation according to the consequences that prevail in that new context. Many
fallacies involving scientific expertise can be analysed as due to disregard of
differences in validation context.
My hypothesis (that I will illustrate in this article) is that significant differences of
expert  opinion often (if  not  always)  can be reconstructed in  terms of  either
different consequences being considered, or different normative evaluation of
those  consequences  (or  both).  If  this  hypothesis  is  true,  then  differences  of
opinion  can  be  explained  without  taking  recourse  to  extreme  relativism  as
regards to ‘facts’.



3. Case: the ‘limits to growth’ report
The ‘Club of Rome’ was a group of industrials and intellectuals formed in the late
60’s, and concerned about global world problems. They were interested in the use
of  computer  models  to  investigate  such  problems at  a  world  scale,  and  the
relations between various types of  problems and domains,  such as economy,
population growth and pollution. Jay Forrester (who had already established some
fame  with  integrated  computer  models  of  complex  phenomena  such  as
urbanisation) made a first draft of a model, which was then elaborated by a team
headed by Dennis Meadows. In 1972 the team produced a report which was
published  in  many  countries  all  over  the  world  (Meadows  et  al.,1972).  The
conclusion of the report, based on model studies, was that shortly after 2000 big
crises  would  occur  in  several  parts  of  the  world  with  respect  to  issues  like
pollution and food supply.
Though the warnings for disaster and the summons for reflection met approval
from various sides, there was also criticism with regard to the methodological
basis.  E.g.,  it  was pointed out that many parts of  the model lacked data for
sufficient testing, and  included insufficiently supported assumptions, and that
certain  aggregations  led  to  serious  misrepresentation.  The  most  elaborate
instance of such critique came from the Science Policy Research Unit of Sussex
University,  who  made  a  detailed  analysis  of  various  parts  of  the  model,  by
specialists in the field. In the book that collected these analyses (Cole et al.,1973)
the editors also included a reply by the Meadows group (Meadows et al.,1973). It
is this reply that I want to focus on in my analysis.

In this reply, some crucial lines of reasoning can be identified are the following:
1.  Decisions  on  the  basis  on  an  explicit  model  are  better  than  intuitive
decisions[i]

2. If we use a model, we use the best model[ii].
3. Those who want to criticize a model should propose a better one[iii].

A lot can be said about these premises. For instance, what is meant a ‘better’ or
the ‘best’ model[iv]? In this article my main focus will be on (2).
Let us for a moment accept the authors’ assumption that it can be decided which
of the available models is the ‘best’. Yet, given the very high complexity of the
modeling area and the state of the modeling art, this ‘best’ available model will be
very remote from a faultless description of reality, and its predictions will be far
from reliable. Other models and outcomes may be slightly more unlikely, but they



can certainly not be ruled out as insignificant. In science, one could imagine that
a scientist would decide to  explore and elaborate the most promising model first,
and for the time being ignore the other possibilities. For real life decisions, on the
other  hand,  the  situation  is  very  different.  Outcomes  other  than  the  ones
predicted by the ‘best’ model should certainly be taken into account as well. In
fact, a decision maker has to consider all possible outcomes (and the estimated
likelihood of each of them). Basing strategies on the most likely scenario only,
thereby ignoring all  other possibilities even if  their likelihood is only slightly
smaller, would be highly irresponsible. It is precisely the conflation of these two
very different contexts that can make (2) look very plausible or even obvious at
first glance, whereas second thought reveals its fallacious character.

4. Further analysis
The line of reasoning presented above is actually very common as a defense of
models and modeling results. It can be seen as a form of reversing the burden of
proof (cf. also my remarks in footnote nr. 4). Whereas one might argue that a rule
saying that  one should not  criticize a theory unless one has a better one is
unreasonable  already  within  the  discourse  of  science,  it  would  definitely  be
misguided to base real life decisions on only one possible scenario among many
others. Complex modeling such as used in the ‘Limits to growth’ study involves
many and high uncertainties. As mentioned before, there may be insufficient data
for testing, and aggregation may lead to misrepresentation. Usually, there are
only highly imperfect models available.  When models from different domains,
such as economy and the natural  sciences,  are coupled,  the combined result
cannot be attributed to one particular approach or theory anymore; this makes
their validation even more difficult.  With the knowledge of today we might even
add that nonlinearity may generate system behaviour that is highly unpredictable,
and that nonlinear models are notoriously hard to test. Under such conditions,
there is a great danger that all kinds of implicit assumptions of the modelers
creep in, untracked in the complexity of the modeling process. As a matter of fact,
it was shown several years later by Thissen (1978) that the complex model of the
‘Limits to growth’ study could be simulated with a very simple model with only a
few equations and variables. Many variables and equations in the original model
turned out to be redundant in the sense that they did not affect the outcomes in
any significant way at all. The crises that the model predicted simply originated
from the fact that certain variables were assumed to grow exponentially, and
would necessarily hit some also assumed ceilings. The main issue in the context of



this paper is not whether these assumptions were reasonable or not, the point is
that the crucial role of these assumptions in arriving at the conclusions was not
clear.  The  conclusions  seemed to  derive  as  apodeictic  outcomes  from a  big
impressive computer model.  Stories like these are not uncommon in complex
modeling, see for another example the discussion of the IIASA energy model in
(Keepin, Wynne, et .al., 1984).

One might ask whether the argument by Meadows c.s. does not rest on an implicit
appeal  to  what  today  we would  call  the  precautionary  principle:  if  we have
indications that we might be entering a scenario where something goes seriously
wrong, we should take preventive action, even if the evidence presently available
does not yet give us a final proof that it will actually happen. The precautionary
principle today plays an important role in issues such as the greenhouse effect
and many others. However, it turns out that similar shifts of the burden of proof
as shown above also occur in the reverse direction, that is, running counter to the
precautionary principle.  In  issues  such as  the risks  posed by applications  of
genetic modification, one can often observe the defense that those risks have not
yet been observed, and therefore cannot be assumed to exist. Though the lack of
concrete observations is not very surprising for such a very new technology, and
do not seem a particularly strong argument for ruling out the possibility of risk,
proponents of the application of these new technologies often treat the issue of
risk as a scientist would treat someone who says that unicorns exist. In the case
of unicorns, the scientist might say: then bring me a unicorn, I will examine it to
see whether it is not a fake, and if it is real I will believe you. Some arguments on
risk seem to follow the same pattern: risks can be said to exist (and legitimate to
take into account) only if there have already been observations that that risk has
materialised,  or  at  least  observations  of  mechanisms  that  directly  imply  the
existence of such risks (cf. Birrer,Pranger,1995). All these instances of (failing)
argumentation can be explained in the very same way: in science, one is used to
make uncertain assumptions into preliminary hypotheses, and one can afford to
do so because the consequences of the assumption later turning out to be wrong
would not be too dramatic; this habit is then thoughtlessly transferred to the
discourse of practice, where these consequences are very different. It is the very
common belief among scientists in universal truth that makes them prone to this
fallacy (aided, no doubt, by a certain amount of wishful thinking and by the desire
to get to the conclusion that is already prefered for other reasons).



5. Conclusions
It is hard to provide, or even imagine, an incontestable proof that the explanation
that I put forward in terms of the discourse coupling fallacy is correct. It would
take numerous interventions of asking whether arguers were in fact applying that
particular reasoning scheme. But even that would not constitute a real proof.
Some subjects may not want to admit that they did use the scheme I suggested, or
even  that  their  argument  is  fallacious.  Or  they  might  simply  not  be  aware
themselves which particular scheme of reasoning they were using to fill the gap
between  arguments  and  conclusions.  Similarly,  when  arguers  actually  would
recognize the discourse coupling fallacy as a scheme they were using, we would
still not be entirely sure whether their perception of their own reasoning process
is correct either.

The use of identifying the discourse coupling fallacy, and of the hypothesis that
differences in conflicting expert opinions can to a significant extent be explained
from differences in the consequences taken into account, and/or from differences
in the normative evaluation of those consequences, rather seems to me to lie in
that it could be of more practical help: discussions involving expert advice might
be lifted to a more fruitful exchange when the discussants (problem holders as
well as advisers) would be asked to specify the consequences that they are taking
into account, and the way they evaluate those consequences. It can add to the
quality  control  that  is  so  badly  needed  in  the  face  of  the  problem  of  the
asymmetry between expert and non-expert. The approach has the advantage that
it  does not on beforehand cast divergent expert opinion in terms of extreme
relativism and absolute incommensurability: How far the approach that I propose
would bring us can only be found out in practice.

NOTES
[i] ‘We suggest that our theories appear to be more comprehensive and more
objective than the mental models of long term population and economic processes
which currently guide the formulation of social policy.’ (Meadows et al., 1973:
221)
[ii] Our primary concern, however, is that the best possible models available be
criticized, revised, and used, so the quality of social decisions can progress with
the quality of our models.’ (Meadows et al., 1973: 238; emphasis by the authors)
[iii] ‘The Sussex critics point to the unsatisfactory nature of the data underlying
the World models. They do not point out where better information can be found;



in fact they generally admit that it cannot be found. They point to assumptions in
the model that are imperfect; they seldom suggest how more perfect alternatives
might be developed. (…) They disagree with the conclusions we have derived from
our models, but they do not put forward an alternative model in which they have
more  confidence.  They  complain  that  system  dynamics  is  not  a  perfect
methodology, but they do not suggest a better one.’ (Meadows et al., 1973: 221)
[iv] A partly answer can be found in the quotation in footnote three, but it seems
to come close to a reversal of the burden of proof. Moreover, if the critic should
come with a  model  that  is  at  least  as  comprehensive,  only  those critics  are
allowed to enter the arena who have enough resources to match such a laborious
effort.
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David  S.  Chimovitz  –  The  play  of  presumption:  A  Derridian  examination  of
Whately’s concept of presumption
Evi  Chryssafidou  &  Mike  Sharples  –  Computer-supported  planning  of  essay
argument structure
Jeanne E. Clark – William Wilberforce and the abortion controversy
Daniel H. Cohen – Logical Fallacies, Dialectical Transgressions, Rhetorical Sins,
And Other Failures Of Rationality In Argumentation1
Catherine Ann Collins – World Environment Day 2000: Arguing for environmental
action
Robert T. Craig & Karen Tracy – ‘The issue’ in argumentation practice and theory
David  Cram  Helwich  –  Menace  or  deterrent?  The  post-Cold  War  debate
concerning  American  nuclear  alert  status
Peter Cramer – Public sphere: The problem of access and the problem of quality
Kevin Cummings – Spectacle and trauma: An analysis of the media coverage of
the Oklahoma City Bombing
Emmanuelle Danblon – Perelman’s universal audience: Between norms and facts
Joseph Dichy – Kinâya, a tropic device from medieval Arabic rhetoric, and its
impact on discourse theory
Antoni Diller – Retransmittability and empirical propositions
Dinev, Valeri – God. Man, Universe
Inga B. Dolinina – Communicative components of imperatives as speech acts
Marianne  Doury  –   The  accusation  of  amalgame  as  a  meta-argumentative
refutation
E. F. Dyck – Topos in rhetorical argumentation: From enthymeme to figure
Renske van Dijk, Lettica Hustinx & Hans Hoeken – A normative and empirical
approach to Petty and Cacioppo’s ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ arguments
Libby Eddleman Spears & Millie Crews – Mobile argument: An investigation of
bumper stickers in the United States
Frans H. van Eemeren, Bart Garssen & Bert Meuffels – The conventional validity
of the pragma-dialectical freedom rule
Frans H. van Eemeren, Bart Garssen & Bert Meuffels – I don’t have anything to
prove here. The (un)reasonableness of evading the burden of proof
Frans H. van Eemeren & Peter Houtlosser – A pragmatic view of the burden of
proof
Frans H. van Eemeren & Peter Houtlosser – Fallacies as derailments of strategic
maneuvering: The argumentum ad verecundiam, a case in point
Danielle  Endres  –  Responding  to  multiculturalism  in  the  real  world:  Re-
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envisioning argumentation pedagogy to  include culturally  diverse  methods of
argumentation
Tom Farrell & Mark Lawrence McPhail – Reparations or separation? The rhetoric
of racism in black and white
Eveline T. Feteris – The rational reconstruction of pragmatic argumentation in a
legal context: The analysis and evaluation of teleological argumentation
Cara A. Finnegan – Image vernaculars: Photography, anxiety and public argument
Walter R. Fisher – Reconfiguring Practical Wisdom
David Frank & Michelle Bolduc – Beyond amnesia and critical thinking: Forensics
and argument pedagogy
James B. Freeman – The pragmatic dimension of premise acceptability
Richard Friemann – Intractable quarrels
C. Lynne Fulmer – The Puzzle Method of Teaching Arguments (pmta)
Gilbert Fulmer – The genealogy of argumentation
Jonas Gabrielsen – Is there a topical dimension to the rhetorical example?
Eric M. Gander – Adapted arguments: Logic and rhetoric in the age of genes and
hardwired brains
Josué García Amián, José A. Sánchez Medina & Beatriz Macías Gómez-Estern –
Identity as action. Methodological implications for the study of cultural identity
from a historical-cultural approach
Michael A. Gilbert – Let’s talk: Emotion and the pragma-dialectic model
David M. Godden – On Toulmin’s fields and Wittgenstein’s later views on logic
G.C. Goddu – Context and argument evaluation
Maureen Daly Goggin – Arguing in ‘Pen of Steele and Silken Inke’: Theorizing a
broader material base for argumentation
Peter N. Goggin – When governments collide: The rhetoric of competing national
arguments and public space
Vadim Goloubev – The 2000 American presidential tv debates: Dialogue or fight?
G.  Thomas Goodnight  –  The wiles  of  argument:  Protodeliberation and heroic
prudence in Homer’s Odyssey
Jean Goodwin – Designing premises
Claude Gratton – The dialogical and logical structure of a strategy to block certain
vicious infinite regresses
Leo Groarke – Are musical arguments possible?
Bruce  E.  Gronbeck  –  Coductive  and  abductive  foundations  for  sentimental
arguments in politics
Kati Hannken-Illjes – The ‘argument of continuity’
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Hans Vilhelm Hansen – The rabbit in the hat: Where do dialectical rules come
from?
Dale Hample – Inventional capacity
Joy  L.  Hart,  Shirley  C.  Willihnganz  & Charles  A.  Willard  –  Improvisation  in
organizations: Rhetorical logic and rhetorical skill
Gerard A. Hauser – Aesthetic arguments and civil society
Brooks F. Haynie & Jean E. Kubeck – Argumentative traits in older adults: An
exploratory study
Dale Herbeck – The athleticization of the political process: Sports metaphors and
public argument
Tim Heysse – Consensus and power. The facts of democracy
Darrin  Hicks  –  Reasonableness  before  rationality:  The  case  of  unreasonable
searches and seizures
Mika Hietanen – Paul’s argumentation in Galatians 3.6–14
David Hitchcock – Toulmin’s warrants
John Hoaglund – Using argument types
Hans  Hoeken  & Lettica  Hustinx  –  The  relative  persuasiveness  of  anecdotal,
statistical, causal and expert evidence
David C. Hoffman – Reversing perceptions of probability through self-referential
argument: Interpretation and analysis of Protagoras’ stronger/weaker fragment
Hanns Hohmann – Rhetoric, dialectic, and political persuasion in the case of John
the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy (1408)
Thomas A. Hollihan, Patricia Riley & James F. Klumpp – Fundamentalism versus
cosmopolitanism: Argument, cultural identity, and political violence in the global
age
Stephanie L. Hood – Arguing for a cause: President Bush and the comic frame
Um Hoon – How could official speakers communicate reasonably with their king?
Jos  Hornikx,  Marianne  Starren  &  Hans  Hoeken  –  Cultural  influence  on  the
relative occurrence of evidence types
Lettica Hustinx – Different types of evidence and quality of argumentation in
racist pamphlets
Thomas J. Hynes Jr. – Risk, vulnerability, and American public argument after
September 11
Sally Jackson & Dale Brashers – Assessing the problem validity of argumentation
templates: Statistical rules of thumb
Scott Jacobs – Two conceptions of openness in argumentation theory
Henrike Jansen – E contrario reasoning and its legal consequences
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Ralph H. Johnson – The dialectical tier revisited
Charlotte Jørgensen – The Mytilene debate: A paradigm for deliberative rhetoric
Taeda Jovicic – Evaluation of argumentative strategies
Sine Just – Rhetorical criticism of the debate on the future of the European Union.
Strategic options and foundational understandings
Esam N. Khalil – Arguing between the lines: Grounding structure in advertising
Discourse
Hendrik Kaptein – Tu quoque? Fallacy and vindication in appeal to other people’s
‘wrongs’
Takayuki Kato – Postmodern memorializing and peace rhetoric: Case study of ‘the
Cornerstone of Peace,’ memorial of the battle of Okinawa
Fred J.  Kauffeld –  The ordinary practice of  presuming and presumption with
special attention to veracity and the burden of proof
Manfred Kienpointner – Perelman on causal arguments: The argument of waste
Loel Kim – Mapping visual narrative as argument in interactive media
Marietjie de Klerk – The effects of different socio-economic factors,  language
environments  and  attitudes  of  first  year  natural  resources  students  on  their
performance in a critical thinking appraisal
Christian Kock – Gravity too is relative: On the logic of deliberative debate
László I. Komlósi – The conceptual fabric of argumentation and blended mental
spaces
Takuzo Konishi – Dissociation and its relation to the theory of argument
Erik C. W. Krabbe – Metadialogues
Manfred Kraus – Charles S. Peirce’s theory of abduction and the Aristotelian
enthymeme from signs
Tone Kvernbekk – On the argumentative quality of explanatory narratives
Jan Albert van Laar – The use of dialogue profiles for the study of ambiguity
Lenore  Langsdorf  –  How  narrative  argumentation  works:  An  analysis  of
argumentation  aimed  at  reconsidering  goals
Michael  Leff  –  Rhetoric  and  dialectic  in  Martin  Luther  King’s  ‘Letter  from
Birmingham Jail’
Yameng Liu – Beyond wartime propaganda: Argumentation and hostilities in the
age of information and democracy
Vincenzo Lo Cascio – On the relationship between argumentation and narration: A
linguistic model
Elenore  Long  –  Community  literacy:  Negotiating  difference  in  contemporary
public spheres
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Fredrick J. Long – ‘We destroy arguments…’ (2 Corinthians 10:5): The Apostle
Paul’s use of epicheirematic argumentation
Celso López & Ana Maria Vicuña – The interaction between critical discussion
principles and the development of a pluralistic society
Geert-Lueke Lueken – Giving and asking for reasons: The impact of inferentialism
on argumentation theory
Christoph Lumer – Interpreting arguments
Robert  Maier  –  Arguing in  organizations:  The struggle  concerning rules  and
meaning
Roseann M. Mandziuk – Arguments on display: Conceptualizing the museum as a
discursive text
Miika Marttunen, Leena Laurinen, Marta Hunya & Lia Litosseliti – Argumentation
skills of secondary school students in Finland, Hungary and the United Kingdom
Anna  A.  Maslennikova  &  Tatyana  P.  Tretyakova  –  The  rhetorical  shift  in
interviews: New features in Russian political discourse
Raymie E. McKerrow & Jeffrey St. John – Legitimizing public discourse: Civility as
gatekeeper
Jane McLeod & Hans V. Hansen – Argument density and argument diversity in the
licence applications of French provincial printers, 1669 – 1781
Michael Mendelson – A prologue to the pedagogy of judgment
Byeong-Gon Min – Pragmatic functions of Korean proverbs as topoi in critical
discussion
Gordon R. Mitchell – American Itsesensuuri: A typology of self-censorship in the
‘War on Terror’
Junya Morooka – Bourdieuian Criticism Of The Narrative Paradigm: The Case Of
Historical Texts
Miguel  Mori  –  Evaluation  of  secondary  students’  written  argumentations.
Problems  and  proposal  of  an  evaluation  procedure
Peeter Müürsepp – The need for a new rationality
Monique Myers & Doug Smith – Differential argument construction: Examination
of attorney and pro se arguments in the restraining Order Courtroom
Henry Nardone – Thinking critically about media violence: Does media violence
contribute to real-world violence?
T. Nyan – Argumentation, categorization and divergent thinking
Daniel J. O’Keefe – Persuasive success and normatively-desirable argumentative
conduct: Is it (persuasively) bad to be (normatively) good?
Kenneth Olson & Gilbert Plumer – Reasoning in listening
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Fred Opali – The significance of effective communication in critical thinking
Donn W. Parson & George Ziegelmueller – Linguistically sound arguments: Part
II: Eloquence and argument
May Relaño Pastor & Beatriz  Macías Goméz-Stern – Argumentation and self-
representation in everyday narratives: The logo activity
Luis A.  Pérez-Miranda –  Strength and order in practical  reasoning:  Decision-
guiding argumentation
Robert C. Pinto – Reasons
Christian Plantin  –  The situation of  argumentation studies  in  France:  A new
legitimacy
Emily Plec – Whitey’s Olympics: The discourse of discrimination in international
sport
H.J. Plug – Evaluating unclarity in judicial decisions: Violations of the usage rule
in legal argumentation
Susan  Popham  –  Using  an  Activity  System  Model  for  analyzing  effective
arguments
Henry Prakken – Logical dialectics: The missing link between deductivism and
pragma-dialectics
Theodore O. Prosise – Arguing National Missile Defense: Evaluating the Bush
Administration’s ‘New Framework’ for Nuclear Security
Matthieu Quignard – A collaborative model of argumentation in dyadic problem-
solving interactions
Mart Raukas – The limits of intuitive argumentation: Thomas Aquinas on the
communication between separated substances
Chris  Reed  &  Douglas  Walton  –  Diagramming,  argumentation  schemes  and
critical questions
M.A. van Rees  – Indicators of dissociation
Pedro Reygadas – A non-propositional approach to emotions in argument
J. Lynn Reynolds & Rodney A. Reynolds – Evidence in Interpersonal Influence
Eddo Rigotti & Andrea Rocci – From argument analysis to cultural keywords (and
back again)
Andreea Deciu Ritivoi – Can testimonies constitute proof?
Juho Ritola – On reasonable question-begging arguments
Bertil  Rolf  & Charlotte Magnusson – Developing the art  of  argumentation.  A
software approach
Robert C. Rowland – Madison, Mill and the public sphere: A classically liberal
approach to public deliberation
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Timo Salminen, Miika Marttunen & Leena Laurinen – Grounding and counter-
argumentation during face-to-face and synchronous network debates in secondary
school
Clara Maria M. Santos, Magaly P. Mafaldo & Andrezza C. Marreiros – Dealing
with alternative views: The case of the Big Bad Wolf and the Three Little Pigs
Janice Schuetz – Arguments of victims: A case study of the Timothy McVeigh trial
Menashe Schwed – ‘I see your point’ – On visual arguments
Zhang Shuxue – Argumentum ad hominem in a cross-cultural perspective
Harvey Siegel – Rationality and judgment
Anders Sigrell – Progymnasmata, pragmadialectics, and pedagogy
A. Francisca Snoeck Henkemans – Indicators of analogy argumentation
Jan Sobocan – Critical thinking: Two views
Sorin Stati – Discourse correspondence between argumentative and grammatical
sequences
S. C. Stumpf  & J.T. McDonnell – Is there an argument for this audience?
K.E. Supriya – Argument as empire formation: The letters of Elihu Yale
Takeshi Suzuki – Bakhtin’s theory of argumentative performance: Critical thinking
education in Japan
Stefano Tardini – Keywords as passwords to communities
László Tarnay – The conceptual basis of visual argumentation. A case for arguing
in and through moving images
V. Tchouechov – Argument to death and death as an argument: Logic, rhetoric,
dialectics, and economics
Christopher W. Tindale – Hearing is believing: A perspective-dependent account
of the fallacies
Anne  Marie  Todd  –  Empowering  activism:  Hortatory  arguments  in  on-line
environmental networks
Patricia Varas, Catherine Ann Collins & David Douglass – Metaphor and argument
in Ernesto Che Guevara’s ‘Socialism and the New Man in Cuba’
Lev  G.  Vassiliev  –  A  semio-argumentative  perspective  on  enthymeme
reconstruction
Bart Verheij – Dialectical argumentation with argumentation schemes: Towards a
methodology for the investigation of argumentation schemes
James F. Voss & Julie A. Van Dyke – Processing syllogisms and enthymemes in
relation to their logical and pragmatic function
Ioanna  Vovou  –  Discourse  and  emblematic  figures  of  presenters  in  political
debates on Greek television
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